
 

The Principal's Award this week has to go to Year 
6. They have approached their SATs tests with 
determination, calmness and a desire to do their 
best. They have done their families, their school, 
their teachers and most of all themselves proud 
this week. Well done Year 6, we couldn’t be 
prouder of you! 
 
  

 

 
Ella Mason (4R) 
Jamie McKenna (4R) 

 

 
 
98% Year 6 

 
Dojo Team Winner 

 
Orange  

 
Nursery Heyv S 

 
 
 

Heyv has been showing more confidence in her 
approach to tasks. She is now speaking in full 
sentences to choose what she would like to do and 
is working really hard. We love Heyv’s creativity and 
her attention to detail- Keep up the good work 
Heyv! 



RM Willow K 
 

Willow’s confidence has been shining this week. She 
has been sharing her ideas on the carpet and 
showing great determination in phonics. Keep up 
the great work Willow – it is lovely to hear your 
thoughtful ideas!  

RC Jenson D 
  

Jenson is continuing to work hard and to make great 
progress.  He approaches all tasks set with a 
beaming smile and is showing great pride in his new 
learning.  We are really proud to have you in 
Reception Jenson – keep up the great work!  

1F Grace T 
 

Grace is an incredibly hardworking member of 1F. 

Grace is a reminder to everyone of what a Moorside 

pupil looks like. Grace is eager to try her best and 

never gives up. Keep sparkling Grace! 

1B Jacob B 
 

Jacob comes into school every day with a smile on 
his face. He consistently puts in maximum effort in 
all his work and is eager to keep learning. Keep 
working hard Jacob! 

2T Eva D 

 

Eva has been working really hard this week and has 
really impressed us with her independence. She is 
showing amazing determination in maths and has 
made incredible progress. Keep up the super work!  

2PR Evie T 
 

Evie has been really switched on with her learning 
this week and has particularly impressed us with her 
arithmetic skills in Maths lessons. Well done Evie!  



3S Jessica B 
 

Jessica has been working hard exploring new 
vocabulary in her reading, history and English work 
and is always keen to use this in her writing. We’re 
really impressed! 

3F Alice D 
 

Alice has been working really hard on writing her 
recount of the events in Pompeii. I can see the super 
sentences we have practised in class popping up in 
her independent writing! Well done Alice! 

Reader of the week: 
Isla R 
 – She always tries really hard to read regularly at home and read independently in class. You are 
making great progress, well done. 

4R Deacon D 
  

Deacon’s attitude towards his learning is brilliant. 
Deacon’s humour, kindness and politeness towards 
his peers and teachers is endearing and should be 
admired by all. Keep up the hard work, Deacon. 

4A Evie J 

 

Evie’s focus and concentration during lessons has 
been fantastic in recent weeks. This has had positive 
effects on her work, particularly her writing where I 
have been impressed by her excellent ideas and 
choice of adventurous language. Well done, Evie – 
keep on pushing yourself! 

Reader of the week: 
Daisy G 
  
Daisy is moving up Reading Plus levels fantastically. Her eagerness to read new, interesting and 
challenging books is to be treasured. Keep doing what you’re doing, Daisy!   



5T Mia-L S 

 

  

For always being focused on her learning, asking 

relevant questions and using her class resources and 

5Ts when finding something tricky.  Well done Mia-

Leigh! 

5C Martin McD 
 

For settling into Year 5 so wonderfully. Martin has 
completed his first week at Moorside and has taken 
everything in his stride. He always arrives at school 
with a smile on his face and he will no doubt 
continue to do well. 

Reader of the week:   
Poppy P 
 has made good progress with her reading this year. She reads consistently at home and 
remembers to bring in her reading record with comments about what she has read. Well done! 

6C N/A  All children are having the principal award instead. 

6I/P N/A  All children are having the principal award instead. 

 

All children are having the principal award instead. 

Reader of the week: Kirsty E 
l for reading so frequently and bringing in her reading record.  

 

 


